UNT NOYCE SUMMER INTERNSHIP: R³ STEM

PAID POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER 2024

WE ARE HIRING INTERNS FOR A 4-WEEK SUMMER SESSION. WE WILL TRAIN YOU TO LEAD A SUMMER STEM CAMP FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

$500 per week

Who

ELIGIBILITY

- Must be a US citizen, national, or permanent resident alien.
- Have a Bachelors degree in either Engineering / Math / Science.
- Cannot be a certified teacher and cannot be enrolled in a certification program.

POTENTIAL FUTURE OPPORTUNITY

Internship could lead to a Noyce Teaching Fellowship that will provide
- Teaching Credential: Gain certification and a STEM-focused Master's &
- Financial Support for Teaching Fellows: Full attendance cost covered ($26,000) + $13,500 yearly stipend for 4 years of teaching.

ACTIVITIES

Week 1: June 3 - 7 (8:30 – 4:00)
- Intern Training (UNT Campus)

Week 2: June 10 - 14 (8:30 – 4:00)
- STEM Camp Planning (UNT Campus)

Weeks 3 & 4 (8:00 – 3:00)
- Lead STEM Summer Camp (Denton High School)
  - Session 1: June 17 – 20
  - Session 2: June 24 - 27

Apply now!

https://tinyurl.com/Noyce-Intern

CONTACT US

- ZHENHUA.ZHANG@UNT.EDU
- NIRMALA.NARESH@UNT.EDU

R³ STEM: Recruitment, Readiness, and Retention of Engineering, Mathematics, and Science Teachers

This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant number 2345066.
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